
Pause and Prayer, Recognition and Recommitment

In Memory of Deon Kay, for the 30th Day

October 24 marks thirty days following the funeral of DC teenager, Deon Kay. Just barely 18, 
Deon Kay was killed on a DC street by our municipal police department on September 2 and 
was buried on September 24. Deon Kay's primary mourners belong to Christian congregations 
and other non-Jewish groups. For this reason, among others, some of DC's Jewish communities
barely noticed this tragic loss, and few marked it.

Some in our Jewish communities, meanwhile, have been mourning for this young man as well 
as grieving with the many who experienced this killing as fresh trauma. Some of us remain in 
pain under the weight of all that is wrong in our city which led to this killing. And a few of us 
join in calling on our fellow Jews to use shloshim for Deon Kay, the 30th day after his funeral, to
honor his memory and to remind us of our Jewish responsibilities.

In the Torah reading for Shabbat Breishit (10/15-16/20), we hear God demand:
"What have you done?! The bloods of your brother cry out to me from the ground!" (Gen 4:10).

With those words ringing out,
can we allow the thirtieth day to pass without

pause and prayer, recognition and recommitment?

Pause and Prayer
Let us pause to honor the memory of Deon Kay as a teenager. His mentor
describes him as a youth who tried to watch over his nieces and nephews
and was looked up to by his younger brother; who was planning to earn a
GED and liked basketball and video games; a teenager who enjoyed being
a kid when offered that opportunity, which was not easy for him in his
family's neighborhood. 

Let us pray that Deon Kay's friends and family find comfort among all the
mourners in the District and beyond. 

Let us be mindful, as we progress through the morning blessings -- or in other moments of 
reflection on or near October 24 -- that whenever young people suffer injustice or die in 
violence, the entire community is responsible. In the words of Yavilah McCoy's "Al Chet for 
the Sins of Racism," which many recited in the new year season, we are "all of us commonly 
indicted and commonly responsible for doing what we must, across diverse entry points, to 
deepen racial equity, grow racial justice and repair the brokenness of our world."

Let us redouble our prayers for justice and peace, in honor of Deon Kay and too many others 
who do not thrive or survive. 



"Meditations on Morning Blessings"
from "Song Every Day" (in memory of a youth lost in 2012)

for the body
Let awareness of the human body’s fragility feed our commitment to keep our young 
people away from either side of a weapon, so that they know neither the pain of wound or
wounding. It is well known before Your throne of glory that only tiny barriers and 
miniscule passageways stand between life and death. Let us always protect, and never 
hinder, Your work as Healer of all flesh.

for the soul
Remind us of the purity of the human soul. Help us ensure that each of our young people 
knows the value of his or her own soul, let those in turmoil know the purity of their souls, 
and remind those in doubt that Ruach ha-olam, the Spirit of Eternity, is always as close as 
the next breath. God, in whose hand is every living soul, help us protect our youth from 
forces that would usurp Your power of life and death.

for daily miracles, capacity for learning
Keep our focus on the miracles that surround us and flow from our consciousness of our 
surroundings. Let these daily blessings keep us from believing that anyone’s freedom or 
well-being is dispensable.

Teach us the way of justice and peace-making before another generation suffers from their 
elders’ failures.

Psalm for Shabbat
We proclaim Your steadfast love at daybreak and Your faithfulness each night, reminders, 
night and day, that there is something better and stronger to hold and to seek. We 
contemplate Your great works and the subtlety of Your designs: Only a brute would allow 
another generation to grow in an atmosphere of avoidable pain and fear. Only a fool 
would celebrate new ways to destroy. Help us create a world where all get the chance to 
bloom and thrive and flourish.

Creator God, Teaching God
In mercy You illumine the world and those who live upon it. Extend Your illumination so 
we may see our way around war and injustice and poverty. Shine a new light on Zion, so 
we may soon be worthy of its light. 

We are stumbling and deserving of rebuke for every young life lost to violence, direct or 
indirect. Enlighten our eyes to ways more reflective of Your deep love. Teach us to 
recognize Salvation, celebrate where it is becoming manifest, and acknowledge where it is 
still far from reality.

Listen Up!
If we turn away from Sinai’s words and serve only what is common and profane, making 
gods of our own comfort or power, then the holiness of life will contract and generations 
after of us will suffer from shallowness of our choices.
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Add Psalm 23, if desired, or another prayer. 

"El Malei Rachamim -- God Full of Compassion" 
-- This translation is based on one by Effron Esseiva, at opensiddur.org 

El Malei Rachamim. 
Compassionate source of all that is, who is present in the heavens,
take Deon Kay* under your holy, pure and glorious wings that shine like the sky.

Compassionate one, provide rest for the soul of our loved one in Paradise
and never withdraw your protective wings and bind up this soul into the bond of life.**
The Eternal God is this soul’s everlasting inheritance and peaceful resting place,
and let us say: Amen

*In their ritual toolkit, Mourning Black Lives and Police Violence, Jews for Racial and Economic 
Justice add at this point: "...and the souls of all the Black people killed by police or by racist 
vigilantes: men, women, and children." 

**Many Jews give monetary donations, dedicate good deeds, and/or engage in focused 
learning in the name of the departed to "bind up" the soul in the bond of life.

"Kaddish for Black Lives"
by Jewish Multiracial Network (via RitualWell.org)

Creator of life, source of compassion.
Your breath remains the source of our spirit, even as too many of us cry out that we cannot
breathe. Lovingly created in your image, the color of our bodies has imperiled our lives.

Black lives are commodified yet devalued, imitated but feared, exhibited but not seen.
Black lives have been pursued by hatred, abandoned by indifference and betrayed by 
complacency.
Black lives have been lost to the violence of the vigilante,
    the cruelty of the marketplace and the silence of the comfortable.

We understand that Black lives are sacred, inherently valuable, and irreplaceable.
We know that to oppress the body of the human is to break the heart of the divine.
We yearn for the day when the bent will stand straight.
We pray that the hearts of our country will soften to the pain endured for centuries.
We will do the work to bind up the wounds, to heal the shattered hearts,
    to break the yoke of oppression.

As the beauty of the heavens is revealed to us each day,
    may each day reveal to us the beauty of our common humanity. 
Amen.
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Recognition and Recommitment
Jewish organizations, including twelve congregations inside District lines, joined back in June 
in declaring: "We speak with one voice when we say, unequivocally: Black Lives Matter." 

Many, in- and outside Jewish communities, celebrated the fact that so many Jews were 
promising to "support the Black-led movement in this country that is calling for accountability 
and transparency from the government and law enforcement." 

And yet, the killing of Deon Kay by police has met largely with silence from these same Jews. 
It is time for Jews to recognize this....

...and then recommit to the promise of demanding accountability and transparency from 
government and law enforcement.

This might take the form of 

• joining with Black-led organizations in specific demands regarding release of additional
information and body camera footage from the killing of Deon Kay;

• more generally supporting the work of Stop Police Terror Project, Black Lives Matter, 
DC Justice Lab, and others -- through finances, volunteer hours, and/or social media; 

• adding weight to the testimony of Black-led
organizations regarding improvements to the
Comprehensive Police Reform under
consideration by the DC Council;

• educating ourselves and our fellow congregants
about disparate impacts, nationwide, of policing;
learning how policing, from traffic stops to no-
knock warrants, disproportionately traumatizes
and physically endangers some communities,
including Black communities east of the river in
DC, where Deon Kay was killed;

• informing ourselves about the way DC police
engage in surveillance of predominantly Black
neighborhoods and how "gun recovery" is
practiced:

• exploring other forms of engagement appropriate to our congregations, educational 
institutions, and organizations.

Recognition can also take the form of learning a few basics about what happened in the Deon 
Kay case.

Recommitment can also take the form of more extended learning, from secular and Jewish 
sources. 

One common way of marking shloshim is by learning in the name of the deceased. DC's Cross 
River Dialogue offers a number of suggestions, background materials, and related links on our
website and offers a few sources here.
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The public record for the recent 
hearing of the Committee on the 
Judiciary and Public Safety closes 
on 10/23. 

The time is always right for telling 
elected officials that DC Jews 
value Black lives and demand our 
government do the same.

Every Jew who worships, works, or 
lives in DC -- and every Jewish 
congregation and organization 
housed here -- can, and should, 
share their thoughts in support of 
police accountability and 
transparency, before or after one 
particular hearing record closes.



What if...? 
Resources on Cross River Dialogue's website include links to portions of the new DC Police 
Reform Commission's emergency meeting following Deon Kay's killing. In addition, here is a 
succinct explanation, from a recent video:

An effort to get just a few guns off the street left Deon Kay, a teenager, dead at the hands of
police....

To be clear the police tracked Deon on social media, chased him down, and then shot 
within seconds of encountering him. That kind of aggressive policing that leads to the loss 
of life just can't be considered public safety. 

So, what if instead of aggressive policing MPD [DC's Metropolitan Police Department] 
used de-escalation tactics, the kind that are so often used outside of communities of color?

What if the District invested more in low income youth and their
families to give them opportunity and hope and a better path?

We know the answer: Deon Kay would still be alive today.
-- Ed Lazere, candidate for DC Council (& Temple Micah member)

With this explanation in mind, consider this famous Jewish teaching:

…[An individual] came before Raba and said to him: “The governor of my town has 
ordered me, ‘Go and kill So-and-so, if not, I will kill you.’” Raba answered him: ‘Let him 
kill you rather than that you should commit murder; what [reason] do you see [for 
thinking] that your blood is redder? Perhaps his blood is redder.’ (Pesachim 23b, B. San 74a)

In commentary on this passage, Rabbi Joseph Telushkin writes:

God willing, none of us will ever have to face so horrible a situation. Still, the Talmud’s 
insistence that other people’s blood is as important as our own should affect our daily 
behavior, even in non-life threatening situations. For example, those who push ahead of 
others in lines are likewise guilty of thinking that their blood is redder than others and that
they need not wait their turn. Therefore, before you push your own interests at the 
expense of others, and assert that your time is more valuable, as yourself the question 
Rava posed to this man, “Do think that your blood is redder than his?”
— The Jewish Book of Values. NY: Crown Publishing Group, 2000, p.429.

What might Rabbi Telushkin's teaching say about "public safety" which carries the kind of cost 
involved in Deon Kay's case? 

"A Brother's Bloods"
Abel's "bloods" (the Hebrew is plural) crying out to God (Gen 4:10, in the portion, "Breishit") 
are used in Talmudic discussion to emphasize the weightiness of testimony in a capital case:

In capital cases, he is responsible for the blood [of the accused] and for the blood of 
his descendants until the end of time. For this we find in the case of Cain, who 
killed his brother, that it is written: “The bloods of your brother cry out to me.” Not 
the blood of your brother, but the bloods of your brother, that is his blood and the 
blood of his potential descendants.... (B. Sanhedrin 37a)
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This Talmudic passage continues with the powerful, and oft-cited, teaching that destroying a 
single soul is accounted as destroying an entire world, and anyone who saves a single life is 
accounted as though saving an entire world.

Further discussion in this same section details care that must be taken in capital cases. 
Witnesses and their reports must be carefully evaluated. Opportunities to acquit must be 
pursued. One procedure involves adjourning for the night before making any final decision: 
The panel of judges is to drink no wine, to eat in moderation, and to spend the night 
considering the case before re-assembling in the morning. (B. San 40a)

In another section of the Talmud considering capital cases, we read:

A Sanhedrin that effects an execution once in seven years is characterized as 
‘destructive.’ Rabbi Eliezer ben Azariah says: “Once in seventy years.” (B. Makkot 7a)

The word here rendered “destructive” (chovlanit [חֹובְלָנִית]) — is also translated as 
“tyrannical,” or “one not sparing human life” (Jastrow dictionary); occasionally: “blood-
thirsty.” 

The passage continues with two rabbis claiming a court in their charge would execute no one 
and a third rabbi accusing them of spilling blood by removing deterrent. The deterrent value 
of capital (or any) punishment is tangential here, however. And, overall, we have, in sum: 

• A government agency is called “destructive” for putting one person to death in seventy 
years… or even one death in seven years;

• That agency is warned to carefully examine any witnesses and their reports and to 
consider acquittal;

• The same agency is also bound to lengthy, careful, and sober deliberations before taking 
final steps toward any execution.

With this in mind:

• What do we call an agency that has been involved in multiple killings in seven years?

• What do we make of police insisting that their young target was known to them and yet
they chose to follow a car in which he was riding, based on some social media postings, 
instead of seeking some kind of careful, sober meeting? 

• Is “destructive” the right word for an agency that allows the fatal shooting of a teenager
just a few seconds after encountering him? Is there a word for community members 
who accept this kind of thing as the cost (to only some communities) of policing?

-- "A Brother's Bloods" adapted from post at "Rereading for Liberation," (https://rereading4liberation.com) 
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Cross River Dialogue is a small group
of white Jews, living west of the Anacostia, and Black non-Jews, living and/or working east of the river. 

This material is offered as an extension of "Message for Jews who say 'Black Lives Matter,'"
signed by six of us --  https://crossriverdc.net/dear-jews/ –

and shared in the hope of bringing more understanding and sharing of resources across our city’s river divide.

https://crossriverdc.net/dear-jews/
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